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WELCOME TO ACORN CLASS 
A very warm welcome to St Michaels School and to 
Acorn Class. Our main focus this term be helping 
the children settle easily and make lots of new 
friends. As well as getting to know your children 

we also hope to build strong relationships with 
them and you to enable us to work in partnership.  
Our theme of “Autumn and Harvest” gives us the 
chance to enjoy stories and talk about the 
changing seasons, the food we like and what we 
can grow. We have a little vegetable patch we are 
hoping to sow! After half term, our topic will be 

“The Dark” and will include stars, space, fireworks 
and nocturnal creatures.  
We will always adapt our themes to respond to the 
children’s interests.  
 
The children are encouraged to challenge 
themselves through their play, to have their own 

ideas, to make decisions about how to do things, 
to explore the world around them, have a go, 
concentrate and keep on trying. 
 
We love to hear of your children’s triumphs at 
home – especially linked to family events or new 

skills they master. Each child has a display space 
in school for their creations and achievements and 
we would love to include photos of home activities 
too! 
 
Don’t forget that any one of us can be contacted 
through Class Dojo.  

 
WHAT WE WILL BE LEARNING IN ACORN 
CLASS 
 
Language development: In order to make a 

good start in reading and writing, children need to 
have an adult listen to them and talk to them. 

Speaking and listening are the foundations for 
reading and writing. The adults will join in with 
children’s play so we can talk to them and they 
can hear the way language is put together into 
sentences for a purpose. 
 

Ways you can support your children at home 
Books are a rich source of new words for your 
child; words you would not use in everyday 
conversations appear in books. Children need to 

have a wide vocabulary to understand the 
meaning of books, so read aloud and share books 
as often as you can. They will enjoy it and it will 

be useful to them when they come across these 
words in their own reading later on. 

 
Maths: Counting rhymes, counting forwards and 
backwards, number recognition, accurate counting 
of objects, and days of the week. The 
Numberblocks from CBeebies are also helping us 

to learn our maths. 
 

Ways you can support your children at home 

Count anything and everything! Practise counting 
backwards as well as forwards. Make number 

cards to 10 and put them in order (or use playing 
cards!) 

 
Phonics: Our phonics lessons introduce a sound 
each day as well as an action and a song. We will 
learn to blend the sounds we hear into words and 
over time to read simple words. The children will 

have a sound tin to practise at home. We will also 
begin to use our sounds to help us spell.  
 

Ways you can support your children at home 

Have fun finding letters with your child and 
practise the sounds daily. Use the sounds in their 
tin to make little words together, for example, it, 
up, am, and, top, dig, run, met, pick. As you select 
the letters, say them aloud: ‘a-m – am’, ‘m-e-t – 

met’. Now do it the other way around: read the 
word, break the word up and move the letters 
away, saying: ‘met – m-e-t’. Both these activities 

help children to see that reading and spelling are 
reversible processes. Look through the ‘home 
learning’ book together and enjoy the activities 

with your child! Spelling is harder than reading 
words – use lots of praise for their attempts. 

 
Physical development: Many of our activities are 

aimed at improving children’s shoulder, wrist and 
finger strength which is necessary to be able to 
hold a pencil correctly.  
 

Ways you can support your children at home 

Throwing balls at a target, under-arm and 
overarm, and bouncing balls – also skipping on the 
spot, throwing a Frisbee.  
Action rhymes such as ‘Incy wincy spider’, ‘One 
potato, two potato’ and ‘Tommy Thumb’ are great 

fun and get their hands and fingers moving. 
Playing with salt dough or clay really helps 
strengthen little fingers, as does cookery and using 
simple toolkits. Pouring water into jugs and cups of 
different sizes, sweeping up with a dustpan and 
brush, cutting, sticking, tracing, threading beads, 

completing puzzles, peeling off stickers and 

sticking them in the right place.  
The ‘pincer’ movement needs to be practised. This 
is important as it enables children to hold a pencil 
properly as they write. Provide them with kitchen 
tongs and see if they can pick up small objects. 
Provide plenty or different types of pen and pencil; 

hold their hand to practise the correct grip. 

 


